Oleyada is a bilingual (English/Spanish) artist, songwriter, guitarist and vocal producer from
Toronto, Canada. She works alongside producer Mathew Fantini creating a dreamy
rock-tinged sound that complements her soft, airy vocals and infectious pop melodies.
Oleyada has received coverage from popular Canadian blogs such as Exclaim!, Canadian
Beats Media, Serious Betty and softsoundpress, as well as radio play from CBC, The Eric
Alper show on Sirius XM, and various local radio stations across Ontario.
Oleyada’s music has been featured twice on CBC’s television series ‘Strays’, a spin-off of
Kim’s Convenience. In 2022 Oleyada wrote a new original song for CBC's popular television
series ‘Workin’ Moms’ titled “Catch Me”. “Catch Me” is due for release July 7 due to
overwhelming audience response. Additionally, “Fall Into My Spell”, a Latin-pop collaboration
between Oleyada and Toronto singer Chèlle is set to be featured on an upcoming video
game.
Oleyada previously performed at Dundas Square (Youth Day), The Opera House,
Mississauga Celebration Square amphitheatre, the Tranzac Club (Wavelength Festival) and
The Rec Room (Mississauga Music Week). She has also performed with Toronto band The
Free Label at the Beaches Jazz Festival and a virtual Canada Day show headlined by the
Barenaked Ladies.
At the beginning of this year Oleyada began performing live on Twitch and quickly amassed
over 1K followers and 135 subscribers.
Oleyada has collaborated twice with The Free Label on their releases “Toys” and “Up in
Flames”. Most recently Oleyada has entered the dance genre with “Late Nights”, a
collaboration with international DJs Te Pai and AXTROM. “Late Nights” was featured on New
Music Friday Canada (Spotify) and has amassed over 20,000 streams. In addition to these
collaborations, she is due to be credited as a songwriter on Kinley Dowling's (Hey Rosetta!)
upcoming album and has several more collaborations with electronic producers on the way.
Oleyada is signed with music publisher CYMBA Music (https://www.cymbamusic.com/).
CYMBA music also represents Oleyada for synch.

